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Geography 

*Map work- identifying the European 

countries involved in the outbreak of 

war. *The movement of Germany in the 

war. *identify major cities in the UK 

affected by the bombing and why-

location? Industry?  

 

History 

*How did WW2 start? *Why did the British get 

involved? * Place some key events in chronological 

order. * Who were Hitler and Churchill? *The Battle 

of Britain * Bombing raids in Britain (Blitz) and how 

people protected themselves during the Blitz * The 

experiences of children who were evacuated during 

WW2. *To understand the effects of the Blitz and 

how people’s behaviour was changed by it. * Why 

was rationing introduced? * the experiences of 

women during the war. *USA involvement in WW2. 

*Why did Hitler lose the war? * How people 

celebrated the end of WW2. 

 

 

 

 

English 

*Posters/Leaflets- *Propaganda posters. *Report-

newspaper report on The Battle of Britain/The Blitz 

*Poetry-Going off to war. *Story Writing-The story 

of the Helmet. *Diary- “The Day War Started”, diary 

of an evacuee. *Non-chronological 

report/Explanations-Life in the war/rationing. 

Poetry-black out poems. Instructional writing-

building a shelter/keeping safe. Film clips- “The 

Battle of Britain” “Goodnight Mr Tom” Various 

writing genre from “The Rocketeer” (Literacy Shed) 

Various comprehension exercises based on the topic 

work. 

 

 

R.E- * Who was to blame for WW2? *Do we 

blame too easily? FBV *Do we take responsibility 

for our actions? FBV *Did Jesus ever blame 

others? *Did he have cause to blame others? 

*What makes a hero? *Was Jesus a hero? *Was 

the sacrifice made by so many too high a price to 

pay? Is it true that ‘Greater love has no one than 

this: to lay down one’s life for one’s friends?’ 

*Who has made sacrifices for us? Link to the 

sacrifice Jesus made for us. *The Jewish religion-

its beliefs. Tolerance and respect FBV 

 

 

ICT 

*Researching information about life 

during WW2. *BBC History-WW2 

*Research events of the Battle of the 

Britain. *Use computing skills to make 

propaganda posters. * 

 

 

 
 

Art/D&T 

 *British soldier pencil sketches. * Spitfire pencil sketches.  

*Hitler line drawing *Poppy field paintings. *Blitz 

paintings/skyline *Evacuee picture for display *Silhouette 

paintings. *artist study-Kathe Kollwitz *Art of emotions. 

 

 

 

PSHCE 

* Consequences-What were the 

consequences of WW2? Do we consider the 

consequences of our words and actions? FBV 

* Do we take responsibility for our actions? 

FBV * Do we see the sacrifice made by those 

in war as relevant to us? FBV How would we 

feel? *What did we learn from WW2- make 

connections between WW2 and today (the 

United Nations) FBV 

Music 

 

*Trumpet lessons-songs from WW2 

*Songs from WW2 

 


